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THE POET
A fool there was,
And he lay all day
Under the shade of a tree
On a hill;
And he wrote his thoughts
With a grey goose quill.
Men called him a poet
And read his words;
They called him a genius;
But all he did
Was to lie on the hill
And write his thoughts
With a grey goose quill.
Lois Funkhouser
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SPRING
Though city streets shall be my part
From now until the end,
Each spring, with the first warm days, I see
A line of cedars stiffly bend
Beneath their weight of melting snow
That drops on the driveway just below.
And though I may never go back again,
I shall know in my heart always
How the jonquils and crocuses flaunt their gold,
How the tulips make a crimson blaze
Against the wall of weathered stone.
And the scent of violets drenched in pain,
Whatever comes, will be my own.
Virginia R. Gilliam

PROTECTION
I have builded a wall around me
And given the wall no gate,
And all who seek to enter
May only stand and wait.
I have harbored a fear within me—
A creature of the night—
That you will be stronger than I am
And enter in, bringing the light.
Lois Funkhouser
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CHOICE
I do not like the clouds of a fine day.
They are too high, too carefully heaped up,
Too feebly colored, and too stately-paced.
Give me either of those disliked two—
Storm clouds or a fog^—for company.
Give me storm clouds in my heart's unrest.
Let me be driven as they are by wind,
And let my frowns be mirrors of their threats.
They sweep so low; how can they help but share
The discontent I feel, as I share theirs?
Regardless of a moulded form they fling
Tatters and wisps of selves across the sky.
So would 1 fling my arms before wind's rush
And fade into a passionate revolt.
Give me fog for comfort to a hurt
That none must know, that I must keep well hid.
It clings so close. Its softness hides the wound,
And muffles a too-sharply beating heart.
Like tenderness it lightens black despair
And veils the painful light of cheerfulness.
The thought of further hurt is lost in it
Because its dimming of the past extends
With equal kindness to a coming day.
Dorothy A. Martin
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MY SONG
The song I found for you is yet unsung,
And lies within the shadows of my heart.
Its melody holds beauty as a part
Of slender curving silver moons low-hung,
And burning suns in midst of billowed blue—
Soft-dripping gold above the mountain's rim.
Its unfreed harmonies combine the dim
Vast breadth of love's eternity—and you.
Garnet L. Hamrick

CLOUDS
Symbols of purity
Floating free,
Kissing the mountain tops,
Perchance the sea,
Come touch my soul,
That it may be
Pure and fair as
Thy Maker and thee!
Catherine Howeli.
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THROUGH THE AIR
Mollie Dexter put real zeal into her work that evening.
Her frail little body fairly flew around the corners as she went
from one place to the other, washing dishes, feeding the chickens,
and doing the numerous other little evening chores. She was
nervous, excited, and—well, she could not exactly explain her
feeling. But it was the way she felt whenever she had something to look forward to, and it was so seldom that Mollie Dexter
had anything to look forward to.
By six-thirty she had everything done except shutting up the
chickens. Hurriedly she left the house, passed through her
flower garden, and out through the orchard to the coops. Ordinarily she would have stopped to smell one of those perfect
roses or to taste one of those juicy peaches that hung in clusters
above her—but not this evening.
Having performed her last task, she started back towards
the house. She did not so much as even glance up at the magnificent beauty of the sky and mountains above her. Her glances
all went towards the road. For some reason she turned and
looked back. "There, Mollie Dexter, you've done it again!"
she scolded herself aloud. She went back and shut up the coop
she had missed. It was the first time she had missed shutting one
since the evening before she went to the valley to town, four
months ago.
She returned to the house, put on a clean apron, brushed
back her hair, and then for the twentieth time that evening
went to the window and glanced down the little winding road.
No one in sight yet! She turned and looked wistfully and
almost affectionately at the dark box with the large horn that sat
on the table near by. What had the agent called it? A—a
loud talker? No, that wasn't right. "I believe it was loud
speaker," she said to herself. Mollie had listened in on one
radio in her life. That had been one time when she was down
at Uncle Jim's. They had fastened something to her ears, and
then she had heard the most beautiful music—and speaking!
How long she had remembered that day afterwards. But to-4 5 }>-

night she and John and the agent could all hear at the same
time; so the agent had said.
Mollie turned her body in a gay little flip. She straightened
a doily on the table, wiped a speck of dust from the mantlepiece with the corner of her apron and glanced out the window
again. Suddenly she stopped resolutely and said aloud, "Now
look here, Mollie Dexter, you stop making a fool of yourself.
You stop being all stirred up over this thing. You know good
and well John won't hear to leaving it in the house—not John!
You remember how he scowled and called the thing a piece of
extravagance and nothing but bunk when you told him you had
allowed the agent to put it in on trial."
This little self-reproach quieted Mollie, outwardly at least.
Quietly she lit a lamp, took her patching and sat down near the
window. She tried to tell herself that she didn't care if John
did refuse to keep the radio. She loved her mountain home
with its tranquility and perfect beauty. And didn't she have it
better than any of the other women around? But it was lonesome up here at times. It was this solitude that seized her
heart and made her want to fly away. She craved something
from the outside world. . . . John, now, seemed satisfied. He
was so like the stately, silent, grim mountains around her, so
much a part of them—majestic and tranquil. But he was good
to her. Four times a year he took her to the town, fifteen miles
away. He never said anything against her buying pretty clothes
and nice things for the house. He had thought those lace curtains a nuisance, but he hadn't scolded—not much. She had
never thought of comparing John with the mountains until after
that fatal day six years ago when he had driven Rennie from
home. Since then things had been different, and there were
times when Mollie wished she would rise above those silent
impending mountains. The radio would help her do this. She
had a sinking feeling when she thought of Rennie—six years
without word from him. But John had told him never to darken
his door again.
"Them new-fangled ideas of yourn," John had said, "you
might's well get out of your head. Leave your mountain home,
-•$ 6

eh? Turn traitor to the occupation and inheritance of your
ancestors?" he used to say. Rennie had gone down into the
valley to high school, and had wanted to become an aviator.
The gulf between father and son had widened until that fatal
day when John's temper had got away from him, and he told
the boy to leave with the words, "Never darken my doorway
again!" Mollie shuddered as she thought of it. She knew
John was sorry for the words later, but he was too proud to say
so, and Rennie was too proud to come back without his saying so.
Her thoughts were interrupted here by the sound of a motor
climbing a steep grade. The agent was coming! He had a
little more work to do on the radio and then he would turn it on.
She wondered why he had come so far to sell one. He knew,
probably, that John had money, and then probably he had
noticed how delighted she had been at Uncle Jim's that day
when he was there.
Three quarters of an hour later beautiful music was heard
in the room. Mollie was thrilled. John, who had rather
sulkily taken his place near the kitchen door, was reading a farm
magazine that he had read through at least four times. But
Mollie's keen eyes had noticed that he had not turned a page
for half an hour.
The agent, discouraged over his failure in getting the old
man's interest, decided to try another station. Probably talking
would please the old fellow better. He turned the dial. Someone was speaking. The agent glanced over his paper to see what
it was he had. He had been too late for the announcement.
A rich deep voice was heard clearly and distinctly in the
room. After a few minutes the agent folded his paper and said,
"It is a celebration in honor of the young air-hero. By the way,
a Mr.
" abruptly he stopped at sight of his two companions.
For Mollie Dexter was sitting as" straight as a statue in her
chair, her face ashen and perplexed. On the other side of the
room, Mr. Dexter's paper had slipped unheeded from his hands,
and he was leaning eagerly forward with puzzled eyes glued on
the horn. The agent chuckled to himself. At last he had the
old fellow interested.
-4 7 4-

Mollie was trying to think where she had heard that voice
before. She had driven her first thought from her mind. Oh,
no! It couldn't be he! This was some great man. She had
heard the applause when he started speaking, and now she could
almost feel the tenseness and admiration of the crowd as he spoke.
But in spite of her, her thoughts went back ten years. She saw
the little red school house down in the gap and heard a little
fellow reciting his piece—a piece to "Mother." How proud
she had been that Friday afternoon. The voice sounded like
that, but surely she was mistaken.
Now the speaker was thanking the people, trying to show his
gratitude for all this honor thrust upon him. It seemed that he
was through; then his voice came again, and it was husky.
"I just want to say that among the many who have helped
me in my work, none has been more of an inspiration or done
more than two dear friends who live three hundred miles from
here on a little mountain farm. If you, Mother and—and Dad,
could be listening in tonight, know that it is you 1 am thanking
especially." The speech was thus ended in this simple way, but
as the speaker ceased, a deafening applause filled the room.
If Mollie had doubted that it was Rennie at first, she knew
him as soon as he had said the word "Mother." No one else had
ever said it just like that. She had a quick impulse to shout into
the horn, "Rennie, I'm listening," but instead she pathetically
stretched her arms towards the voice.
Suddenly she felt both her hands grasped tightly. Oh, she
had forgotten John! His hands were trembling; his eyes were
wet.
"Mollie, it's our Rennie." It was the first time she had
heard that name on his lips for six years.
Tensely and pathetically they stood with their heads thrust
together as nearly in the horn as they could get them. They
heard his voice no longer. Mollie sank weakly into a chair.
The agent, feeling a bit embarrassed and out of the situation,
started quietly for the door. But John grabbed him. "Where
was that from? Where is he? Wait! Get this to him at
once."
-4 8 )§•—

He went to the desk and with a pencil stub wrote on an
envelope with a shaky hand—
"Dearest Rennie, forgive and come home. We're waiting
for you.
Dad and Mother"
The handwriting was scrawly and half erased by tears which
were falling across Dad's shoulder. John kissed the tiny, happy
face from which they fell and turned to the agent. "Get this
telegram through as soon as you can and come back tomorrow.
I'll pay you for it—and for the radio."
The next day Mollie received a little yellow piece of paper.
It shook so in her hands that she could scarcely read it. He was
coming—in his plane—at full speed. Would be there tonight!
That evening Mollie Dexter was so excited that she forgot
to shut up any of her chicken coops. All afternoon she had
watched the sky. About six o'clock a dull roar was heard, and
John pointed out a speck in the sky. Then she saw a large
plane, and yes—someone was leaning over the side, waving.
John squeezed her hand while a blue sun-bonnet and a large
tattered straw hat were waved frantically. Mollie looked
up at John. No, he wasn't like the mountains now. He was
—he was, she could not express it in any other thought, simply
great. But maybe he was like them after all, for—and she
glanced up proudly at the mountains that seemed to be smiling
back at her—for they are simply great too. Majestically they
towered there in the air, and wasn't it through the air that
happiness had come to her?
Vesta Landes
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HORIZONS
When I perceive that mountains near at hand
Have lost their blueness and their strength and height,
When silvery stars turn grey as wind-swept sand
Before Aurora's clear and searching light,
And when I study close the artist's dreams
That distant eyes declare of beauty bred,
And find a blurred misshapen mass that seems
That beauty were a hideous thing to dread,
Then do I cease to grieve and ponder long
Upon the wisdom of the laws above,
And wonder if perchance an unsung song
Bears not the deepest meaning of man's love;
And I am glad that you are gone before
I loved you less.—I do not ask for more.
Anne R. Trott
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SONNET
0 God, there's beauty in thy world's fair spring
Excelling all rare beauties by thy hand
Designed, creation of divine command,
Surpassing every new and lovely thing.
With arms uplifted while bird voices sing
A score of gladsome melodies, I stand
Amazed, eyes wide with wand'ring o'er thy land.
From flushing East to purple West hills ring
With exultation at thy mountains' feet,
The sound reechoing through thy valleys wide
Like thund'rous rolling waves along the shore.
But, God, there's sadness in thy spring to meet;
With laughter gay, my secret pain to hide,
1 pluck thy golden daffodils once more.
Garnet L. Hamrick
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SONG TO ALMA MATER
1
As shines the light divine on seekers near,
So gleams thy power, O Alma Mater dear.
For finer truth in love and strength to live
We come,, accepting all, that we may give.
Chorus
The daughters of thy pride we long to be,
Inspired to nobleness and loyalty;
Afford us wisdom from thy wid'ning store,
Sight us with visions fading never more.
2
We love thy hills uprising to the blue,
Thy soft grays blending with the sunset hue.
Show us the beauty of our friendships rare;
Teach us the worthiness of such to share.
Garnet L. Hamrick
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ORANGE FLAME
A Fantasy
i The Gypsy
Characters ■< El Tigre
f Edwin, an American
Scene
A quiet wood on a still autumn night. A gypsy is seated
before an orange flame. She is alone. As she stares into the fire,
she clasps her arms about her knees and rocks back and forth.
The flame makes her look all golden-, she is very beautiful. A
faint rustle is heard and a gypsy man emerges; he is dark and
scowling. In his hand he holds a whip. Although attractive in
a gypsy way, he is too cruel and forbidding to be handsome.
The gypsy looks up, sees him, frowns, and then speaks:
Gypsy: So you have come, El Tigre,
To bask in the warmth of my fire,
To catch the spell my orange flame
Weaves; it can tell a pretty story.
But my eyes alone discern it.
El Tigre: I have not come to speak
Of magic fire and bewitched flames.
Yonder, through the trees, our camp
Lies ready to push on for other quarters.
Before we leave, why can't we have
Our ceremony? My love grows daily
And quite breaks all bounds.
Gypsy: El Tigre, you repeat your tiresome lay.
Hark! I thought I heard
A screech owl in that tree!
El Tigre: El Tigre is strong, the leader;
You cannot refuse him!
Beneath his jacket lies a sturdy heart,
It beats for a gypsy girl.
-4 13

Perhaps the gypsy loves
The scrawny white man who comes?
Gypsy: Enrique is serious, pale.
His family, I am told, is rich.
Before long he will graduate
With honors from Madrid.
All this he promised to forsake
For me. He loves me.
El Tigre; And you?
You love Enrique?
Gypsy (smiling)'. I love a flame. Enrique
Is like a pale, cold star,
Far above me. I like to gaze,
But my fingers are afraid of cold.
El Tigre: Manuel is rich and alone.
The tinkle of his purse
Has reached your ear?
Speak, girl!
Gypsy: Manuel is fat and grey and sober.
He would load rings
On my hands, drape silks about
My lovely shoulders. A gypsy's
Passion cannot live on silk
And gold.
El Tigre: There is the soldier—
With his fine suit and buttons.
Gypsy (with a sneer): Dishonor never bought love
From a gypsy. He would leave
His country's service for my face.
My love he'd leave for something.
El Tigre: The nobleman was with you
In the moonlight yester eve.
I saw him hold your hand.
Gypsy: His mistress? Perhaps—
But a gypsy must be first.
A mistress's love must wait
-4 14^-

Till it please her lord to come.
El Tigre: Then you do not love?
El Tigre will teach you how.
Gypsy; I love my orange flame
And I love its pretty story.
It tells me of a love to come,
A love that will equal mine.
I love my orange flame.
El Tigre: You love yourself. The gypsy
Some day will love
When love is cold and gone.
(He goes out)
The gyfsy laughs. A moment's silence, and, a young man
enters. He is fair, with blond curly hair. He has a selfreliant air of bravado about him.
Edwin: What have we here?
A flame of gold that makes
Its lovely gypsy golden too.
Are you real or are you but a sunbeam
Trying to catch a shaft of warmth?
Gypsy; I am a gypsy maiden
Reading her orange flame.
It tells me of love and happiness.
Edwin: I can tell you more
Than fifty flames.
The moon shining on the mountains
On an August night,
The sun shining behind a purple hill,
The rain all misty just at twilight
And the balmy spring air
On the water at night
Have taught me how to love.
Gyfsy rises and looks into his face. He takes her in his arms.
Edwin: Let me teach you how to love.
Into your dusky curls
I'll breathe a fervent prayer.
-4 15 4-

Your coral lips on mine
Will learn a story that grows sweeter
With each telling.
(Seriously) Look at me—your eyes
Are like rain on the grass
At night.
Gypsy; Rain at night is liquid moonbeams:
Cool kisses on a cooler earth.
He looks into her eyes for a moment, then kisses her, but he
laughs as he does it. She draws back.
Gypsy: You laugh? My kiss is but
A jest to you?
Edwin; All love is a jest;
The more we laugh,
The more love we know.
Who takes love seriously
Does not know the joy of loving.
He kisses her again. She does not resist him. Again he
laughs—softly.
Gypsy: Again you laugh; to me
Love is a sacred thing.
We cherish love here.
Edwin; Kiss me, lovely gypsy!
There is but one love. Today
We love and laugh. Tomorrow
We laugh and love. Love is
The laugh that keeps us all alive.
He kisses her, laughs a little, and then turns abruftly. He
leaves quickly. The gypsy sinks down beside the fire. Enter
El Tigre.
El Tigre: So you have met love
And love has laughed at you.
El Tigre will find another gypsy.
What have you now?
Gypsy (brokenly): My orange flame!
(Curtain)
Catherine Guthrie Loomis
-4 16^-

SIGNIFYING NOTHING
A long, eerie whistle—rows of lighted windows flashing
against the hulking mountains-—flying sparks blotting out the
stars—and the Southern train thundered northward through the
Blue Ridge.
In the day coach a woman huddled. At first glance, she
appeared slight and girlish, almost attractive; keener scrutiny,
noting the run-down heels and wrinkled stockings, the sleazy
silk dress, the cottony fur-piece and the black hat with a dingy
white flower, would have resulted in loss of interest. One person out of a hundred, pausing, would have noticed the awkward
position of her arms, the shiny glint of steel there. He might
have been discomfited by the hurt and bitter distrust in her eyes.
But there was no such person in that day coach: everyone
was absorbed in himself. A lot of haggard women fanning
themselves into utter fatigue, or tending fretful children; and
greasy-faced men with coats removed, snoring.
In the smoker, gray and fetid with stale smoke, conversation
had passed the politics-weather-and-farm-relief stage. Men,
bored with the monotony of talk, listened to, or rather, heard
without protesting, each other prate on some favorite topic until
voices became grinding and others rose in dispute. In one
corner a heavy-jowled man, chewing a wet cigar, listened with
impatience until he gained the questionable attention of his fellows. Smirking and frequently knocking his cigar in order that
a large diamond ring might catch the dim light, he recounted a
story of crime.
It was the usual sort of thing—with an unusual twist to it.
A shop girl, invited to a party at the apartment of a notorious
racketeer and dazzled by the sudden notice, had accepted and
discovered on her arrival that she was to be alone with him. She
had tried to leave, politely at first, and then in terror. In the
midst of this quarrel, the elevator boy, listening, heard shots,
and a scream. He was unable to get in until the police battered
the door. They found her there beside the man's body. She
-4 17 }>■-

hadn't seemed at all frightened by the cross-questioning-—In fact,
she had steadfastly clung to her first plea of innocence. She
claimed that, during the struggle, a friend of hers had appeared
and shot the racketeer—a childhood friend, she said, from the
mountains of Virginia. He had told her to tell the cops that he
was "hittin' south."
But trips down South to hunt for a man no one is sure of
are expensive, and the dead man's gang had the courthouse bunch
pretty well under their thumbs, and the newspapers had been
clamoring editorially for swift justice after so many years of
laxity, and this girl had no powerful friends and—well, altogether, it had been the easiest thing to do. The verdict was
cinched; it was merely another piece of routine work.
"She's out there," a vague wave of his pudgy hand toward
the day coach—"Escaped back to these mountains one day when
they were taking her outa' the court, but it wasn't hard for me
to trace her. Her father's a 'shiner. Says she had gone to bring
the real murderer back. That kind of story—blaming it on a
third party is too old for me. S'funny, she almost seems to
believe it herself. I seen 'em that way before. I tell you, it's
the science of the thing. Why, she's gone over that so many
times that she really thinks she is innocent. I remember when
some other dame did somethin' like that, too. She was
"
and he had started again.
Back in the day coach, pressing her face against the cold pane,
the girl stared into the blackness. Once she noticed a small fire
near the tracks with several hoboes sprawled about it. They
scarcely looked up at the train, and their features were distorted
by the flickering light. She shuddered and turned away, blankly
regarding the red plush in front of her—and the Southern train,
sped northward.
Down by this fire one of the hoboes had been talking,
rustily, it seemed; the others but half listened. Battered and
scarred, they edged closer to the flames, fearing shadows.
He had a strange face, this talkative one; it seemed less dirty,
less furtive, —"Yes, I killed him, killed him like a dog there.
Christ! He'd put a hand on her—he never knowed I'ud be
-4. 18^""

there—me, what had took keer o' her and her ol' pappy's still
at the same time. I wouldn't uv been there either if I hadn't
knowed about the money in thet safe of hisn. But I saved her,
though they'd never believe me. And now they're after me, I
reckon, but they'll never git me. And she's gotten back home
now. She'll git a new chance back there in them mountains.
Slick piece of work I done—told her what to say and where to
tell 'em I'd gone to. Oh, it was plain agin me; I seen to that.
They'll never lay the blame on her or anybody else fur It.
They'll hunt fur me—hunt with hounds, too. I've beared
them hounds baying every night sence. She'll git back—she's
a smart 'un—like her pappy—reckon they'll be glad to git a new
'un in the pen—but they've gotta ketch me first. Lord, but
she's a smart 'un—and straight—!" He looked up dully as the
Southern northbound train thundered by, with its lighted windows a quick fleeting blur in the night.
Frances Snyder

SPRING SONG
Winter
And the stars make frozen music in the night,
Each ray a verse of silver melody
From choristers that chant in unison.
Into my flesh their crystal points pierce deep
And through my veins they thread their silent way
Until they lodge at last within my heart.
Spring
Though the sun has but in part achieved its plan
Of climbing till it dominates the world,
Its warmth has set at naught the bonds of ice
That held encased these liquid harmonies.
And now they well forth from my soul in song
That far celestial worlds have paused to teach.
Dorothy A. Martin
-4 19

GOD'S IN HIS HEAVEN
Yes'm—I guess so.
Two of you for tonight? Oh, awright—
We're awful busy with the harvest, but I-—
You city folks don't know much about harvest, anyway,
I reckon.
Sure, I'll set you out somethin' cold to eat.
Laws, run away to get married? Well, well—Jim an' me—we run away, too—a long time ago now.
Happy? Sure. Why not? That's why we run away—
To be happy. We'll always live here, jes' like now.
Why not? We got a house, a good stock, five children,
And Jim sez we can have a new barn next year, mebbe—•
I couldn't ask for no more.
Well, I sure hope you folks'll be happy.
Pretty sunset, aint it? I like to think God's smilin'
At us, after a hard day, when 1 see it.
Want to turn in? Sure.
I jes' hope you folks'll be as happy as Jim an' me.
Phyllis Palmer
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PAN CALLS TODAY
Pan calls today.
1 must away
To low, green hills
Where daffodils
Dance in the breeze
And gaily ease
My heart of care.
They know that there
No mortal thing
Can breathe of spring
And still be sad.
My feet are glad—
I must away.
Pan calls today.
Ray Horsley

ELFIN SPELL
I watched you dance beneath the moon;
I hoped the thin sweet elfin tune
Would bring me peace.
But now your tiny, lovely feet
Upon my heart still lightly beat
And will not cease.
Ray Horsley
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PEACE
If there shall be a future life,
I shall receive it gladly.
If, however, there be none,
I'll not regret it madly;
But I shall lie within the earth,
And, calm or stormy weather,
We shall receive it peacefully,
The earth and I together.
I shall not have at any time
To move or even speak,
Nor yet forgive when I am hurt,
Nor turn the other cheek.
I shall not hear what people say,
Nor wonder if they meant it;
Nor shall I wonder, money gone,
Exactly where I spent it.
Virginia R. Gilliam

CHINA TEACUP
Translucent, fragile, delicate, and rare,
By a true artist cast into its mold,
Reflecting sensitively his own heart—
It was a thing of beauty to behold.
It fell one day from the high, protected shelf,
Its shell-like exquisiteness rudely shattered:
The fragments were slowly, tenderly upgathered,
As if the falling had not mattered.
Martha Teros Boaz
It
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GUESTS
Ever since I can remember, there has been a constant
exchange of guests at our house. When my brother and 1 were
very small, the change made almost no impression upon us, as
we were not interested in grown-ups. As time went on we
realized there was a difference in these guests. Some came often,
and others came, stayed perhaps two or three days, and then left,
never coming back. We gradually learned the distinction
between personal friends and official guests. Managers of sugar
plantations are called upon to receive officials of the company
they work for, people who come to see the mill or the fields,
and representatives of other companies. These form a large
group, and scarcely a week goes by that there is not at least one
guest of this kind at the house.
Friends who come from "the States" seldom stay less than
two weeks, and they often stay on for two or three months or
more. This kind of guest either becomes like a member of the
family shortly after his arrival, or else he does not. If he does
not, his visit is apt to be nerve-racking to everyone.
Friends from Havana are hailed with delight, as the road to
our house is so bad that it takes a brave heart to attempt coming
over it. Those who try it once successfully usually return, and
we enjoy their visits unreservedly. We who travel over the road
never give it a thought, but most city people think they have
performed a miracle if they get through all the mud and the
holes.
The transient visitors are usually the most entertaining,
because of the great difference between them. Some are men
who are strictly business-like, and they talk incessantly of new
cane varieties, of the most efficient method of extracting the
maximum quantity of juice from the cane, and of the latest
filing systems for the office. This type is generally left exclusively to Father, who can out-talk any one about anything
concerning sugar cane. The men who come on business and
waste their time on non-business affairs are not at all popular
with us.
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We have guests of the type who pretend to be thrilled with
everything, and who exclaim loudly over every cow, flower, or
bird that comes to their view. Their opposites are the people
who are bored to extinction with all phases of our life. These
guests are rather wearing, but are amusing if taken the right way.
Scarcely less wearing, but much more interesting is the person
who is genuinely enthusiastic about the novelty of things, and
who gets up at 5:30 every morning so she will not miss anything.
The guests who want to do something every minute are
perhaps the hardest to entertain. Life in Cuba in the country
is a very quiet affair, particularly from May until January, when
all the mills are shut down. For outdoor activities, we ride
horseback, play tennis and go boating, but aside from that there
is just nothing to do. The rest of the time we are thrown back
on ourselves. We are accustomed to it, but our American guests
often find it difficult to adapt themselves to this sort of thing.
There is no automobile riding, unless we are going clear to
Havana, because the roads are bad. We have one movie a week,
on Sunday night, with a sheet attached to poles on a wagon for a
screen, open air for a theatre, and the baseball bleachers for seats.
When the moon is full, it is almost impossible to see the picture.
There are no summer flirtations, because there is nobody on the
place to flirt with. At nine-thirty or ten in the evening we go
to bed, for there is nothing to stay up any later for. A piano,
a radio, a victrola and numerous books are not sufficient for some
of our guests. They seem to dread being left to their own
resources for even half an hour, and if they stay a week or so, it
takes the combined efforts of all the family to keep them busy.
Then, of course, there is the ideal guest, who rarely appears,
and who is blessed long after his departure. He is quietly appreciative of things done for him, is not vociferous in his praise
or blame of the plantation, is satisfied to take care of himself
part of the time, and enjoys doing the things there are to do.
He does not expect to have his breakfast served in bed evenmorning, and he fits unobtrusively into the family life.
Janet M. Lowrie
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WRITTEN MORE IN SORROW
H is line was proud, one must admit;
His fathers all helped build the state.
Each was a governor, a judge, or equally as great,
And surely 'twas not cause for blame
That he himself could never seem to fit
Into that same distinguished frame.
Yet somehow all his pride was this: to claim
As his peculiar birthright and estate
A certain deference from those of meaner clay,
Comprising all the neighbors round about,
Who still were quite a struggling group.
He stood upon the slender pinnacle
Of gallant service which his forebears made,
And from which he could never stoop
To mix in politics or soil his hands with trade.
Just yesterday upon the beach
A coral shell within my reach
Amused me for a moment.
A hundred polyps lived and died
That this might be. Perhaps the last
Of all the line took righteous pride
In ancestry so long and wide.
I dropped it; on a rock it fell,
Dead broken bits of empty shell.
Virginia R. Gilliam
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IF YOU SHOULD WISH TO GO
If you should wish to go
Some day,
And not come back again,
I would not say,
Please stay,
Nor ask you why;
But rather, I would help you pack
Each separate thing
With quiet hands and sane.
You would not know my industry
Was just to ease the pain.
Virginia R. Gilliam

PAIN
Like a skeleton tree in winter
Sharp etched against a leaden sky,
So stark is pain across the grayness of our lives
When death comes by.
Virginia R. Gilliam
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THE LURE OF THE UNATTAINABLE
Ever since I can remember, I have wanted new experiences,
usually those beyond any hopes or expectations of fulfillment.
As soon as I had an experience which at one time seemed beyond
my grasp, I was ready for another. Often the lure and glamor
of anything inexperienced became a commonplace thing as soon
as tried.
I remember when at thirteen years of age I was invited to
the summer home of a classmate of mine. I think this was the
start of my eternally craving something beyond reach. The
private bridle path along the lake, the tennis courts, and golf
links—all had a fascination for me that a public course lacked. I
felt that it was a sign of wealth, leisure, social position if you
played golf. 1 am sure a summer home along the lake is a sign
of prosperity, but I know that men who have no wealth, no
leisure, and no social position are playing golf today. If you
have wealth, playing golf will soon reduce you to poverty. As
you progress in the game and as your drives improve, you lose
more balls. As an amateur you never lose a ball, since you always
see to it that it lands not over four yards from the tee. As your
game improves, so your clubs improve and increase in number.
You must have stainless steel matched irons. Your efficiency is
judged too by the number of clubs you possess—not the number
you use. Since I have played golf myself, it no longer has the
intangible lure it once had for me. It still interests me, but only
as a game which is good exercise. It has become quite commonplace and earthly. So my thoughts on golf have changed, but a
summer home along the lake has never become a commonplace
thing, since it has never become a reality.
When I was very young, my friends used to send me post
cards of places they visited during their summer vacation. Some
of these places were only suburbs of my home city, but, nevertheless, it had a different name and looked well on the card. How
I longed to send a card from a distant city! Then suddenly I
had a chance. Brother and Sister took me with them to see
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Niagara Falls. Here was a double fascination. Was this not
alluring enough to attract all the brides and grooms? So I had
a double pleasure coming to me—to see the wonders of the Falls
and to see the brides and grooms who were interested not only in
the sights but in each other. Imagine my disappointment in
seeing tourist parties of families, old married couples with their
children, and only rarely a newly married pair who acted much
like Brother and me! 1 have often wondered whether my disappointment in Niagara Falls was not really a disappointment in
brides and grooms. Strange, too, how my interest in post cards
waned.
One of my classmates in high school went abroad when she
was graduated. That started the longing for travel again—
especially travel in the Old World. All during my college
career I came in contact with people who traveled. I could only
listen with saucer-eyed interest to the fascination of Paris with its
many modiste shops, its fascinating boulevards, its night clubs and
cabarets, its screaming autos and the thousand and one things
that make Paris the only city of its kind in the world. Our
college instructor in French advised us not to marry until we had
seen Paris, or if we married, to get the promise of our husbands
to take us to Paris on our honeymoon. That advice has been a
source of everlasting joy to some of us, since it was a convenient
excuse for our spinsterhood, and since we have never found one
man who was willing to make that promise. So I took myself
to Paris. I can hardly say that Paris experienced has lost its
glamor, though I was a bit disappointed not to have had difficulty
in finding my way about even though I knew practically no
French.
1 had read poem after poem of the enticing Venice and the
Grand Canal that I should never have been willing to die, had I
not seen it for myself. Fortunately, when I arrived in Venice,
it was getting dark, and my first night's rest was after a most
sentimental, maudlin, and fascinating experience in a gondola
and a motorboat on the Grand Canal with a perfect moon as
background. The lap of the oars in the water, the concert on a
floating barge, the songs of the gondoliers as they paddled their
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gondolas down the canal, the lanterns and subdued lights—all
this was as perfect as I had ever dreamed. Our late arrival at
the hotel after our night out with the little fat proprietor of our
hotel, who could speak enough English so that we could carry on
a conversation with him, took on an added zest. How envious
the other girls were! But alas! the next morning the Grand
Canal was covered with floating banana and orange peels, and
the dirty, smutty gondoliers were scolding in their hoarse voices.
Even Venice had lost its romance!
I cannot say that I should have preferred not having these
things become a reality, but I must say that my cravings are fewer,
though they have wandered to more dangerous and more
impossible heights which will never be reached. So I keep on
longing for experiences, stretching out to the great unknown, and
I never want to see the time when I shall be entirely content
with what I have.
Marie Louise Boje

OPAL
Surface colors, seeming bright and clear
Like sun-caught snowflakes just before they fade,
Become sometimes as shadows faint and drear,
Shrinking as it were within a shade
That, made of stranger powers of love and hate,
Bids falseness flee. Ah then, how sad to find,
Where warmth and gayness mingled so of late,
An empty dullness to all beauty blind!
But haply there are colors too that grow
From some deep-rooted truth that lies within,
And on their sure foundations richer glow
As each day adds new light to what has been.
Thus some lives lose the glamour false gods give,
While others rich in wisdom learn to live.
Anne R. Trott
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THE CHANT OF AN INVALID
Oh, to walk in the sun again!
Oh, to walk in the sun!
The streaming sun
That makes sweat run-—Oh, to walk in the sun!
Oh, to walk in the rain again!
Oh, to walk in the rain!
The calming rain
That eases pain—
Oh, to walk in the rain!
Oh, to walk in the breeze again!
Oh, to walk in the breeze!
The cooling breeze
That sways the trees—
Oh, to walk in the breeze!
Oh, to walk in the snow again!
Oh, to walk in the snow!
The crunching snow
That makes blood glow—
Oh, to walk in the snow!
To walk or run in the snow or sun!
To tramp through the breeze or rain—
If all or one of these might be done
Once more—I'd forget the pain!
Mary T. E. Crane
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A RED-LETTER BIRTHDAY
When I was born on May 15, 1909, everybody just took it
as a natural course of events. No one but my fond parents drew
a red ring on the calendar. Everyone else washed on May 15,
if it turned out on Monday; ironed, if it fell on Tuesday; and
even took a bath, if May 1 5 coincided with Saturday.
Twenty-one of my birthdays passed uneventfully by. Folks
still celebrated insignificant dates like July 4 and December 25,
but May 1 5 had neither firecrackers nor Christmas trees.
I had just about given up all hope and decided that the only
way to get publicity for my birthday was to hire Al Capone to
pull off one of his numerous stunts on that day.
But then came the silver lining that every cloud must have.
Just as Chaucerians may make a pilgrimage to Canterbury for the
good of their souls, so will our alumnae make their mecca Harrisonburg for the opening of Wilson Hall, and May 15, commonplace May 15, was chosen as the day for this important occasion.
Do you wonder now that I am gay? I feel exactly like the
tired work-worn mother who sees her little dirty-faced, touslehaired son, suddenly grown to manhood, become President of the
United States.
Sadie Finkelstein

JUST A SCRIBBLER
I'll never pen a poem;
It isn't in my line;
If impulse whispers "novel,"
Certes I will decline.
Or if it be a drama
Where thought and stylus dribble,
My perfect mirror this
For scribble, scribble, scribble.
C. H. H UFFMAN
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ELEVATORS IN PARTICULAR
An elevator? What significance could that cage-like affair
have for me? When the sixth floor of a department store is
one's destination after a tiresome afternoon of shopping, an
elevator is a gift of the gods. But there was always the operator
who cautioned me, "Watch your step, please,"
Yes, I had
heard rumors of an elevator in which the passenger and operator
were one, but a ride on this kind had not been included in my
experience until my junior year in college.
It all came about the evening of the annual banquet for the
dining-room girls. I was, among other students, assigned to
serve. My first task was to get twenty-seven dinner plates from
the senior dining room and bring them to the kitchen. Upon
being told where to go, 1 stood looking blankly about for; the
steps leading to my destination. A comrade came up and
reminded me that a perfectly good elevator was at my disposal if
I chose to find it and step in. I lost no time in finding it. I
stepped in. I awaited the arrival of one who could take me
down. I waited. . . . and waited. . . . But no such person appeared. Was there such a one? Must I walk?
Just then my eyes took in a row of little black buttons. Yes,
there they were—four of them—just four more than I knew
how to manipulate. I must choose—and there my trouble began.
Hoping that number one would be the correct one, I pressed
firmly down on it.
No sooner had I touched it than I felt myself flying downward at full speed—headed straight for the laundry—and there
was nothing I could do. A push on another such button would
probably send me through the roof! They were all meaningless
to me. Then, just as suddenly as I had started, I stopped! The
sudden halt brought me to my senses, and I was only too glad to
step from my cage of despair. To think that the quest for
twenty-seven dinner plates had caused all that agony. Well, I
must find those plates, anyway.
With loaded arms I approached the elevator, but my earlier
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predicament was too vivid. I backed off. Seeing a nearby door,
I headed that way. Yes, there were steps, and they led to the
kitchen. I planted my foot firmly on the first step and began
my upward climb. Now, at least, my fate was not dependent
on those four little black buttons which might have led to my
destruction. Indeed, even those twenty-seven dinner plates
might have been smashed!
Katye Wray Brown

MY PRAYER
These things of thee, O Lord,
Would I implore—
Today, tomorrow, yea,
Forever more:
For patience, kindliness, and love—
The virtues of a friend;
For strength to do thy will—
To bear what thou dost send;
For faith unfaltering in thee,
To keep me through the end.
Catherine Howell
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VIEW POINTS
To a child who is only five years old,
This world is a wonderful place,
And the things he sees with amazing glee
After years bring smiles to his face.
The trickling stream where he waded and swam
Was a wide, wide river then;
And the hollow rock that he showed with pride
Nothing less than a pirate's den.
The hills that he climbed were mountains steep,
And the roads led far away;
His father traveled the roads, you see,
And often stayed all day.
We wonder how things can change so much
In shape and color and size;
Very often the things have remained the same,
But the child has grown too wise.
Margaret V. Hoffman

RIDING ON A GATE
When I go riding on a gate,
1 almost lose my breath,
For I go very fast, and then
I turn and start right back again.
At first my hair blows out behind;
The pup jumps at my sash.
Before he knows what he's about,
I've started back and knocked him out.
He doesn't mind, but gets right up
And chases me again.
But when we're tired as we can be,
We both lie down beneath a tree.
Margaret V. Hoffman
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HELPER
Though her whole name was the imposing one of Amelinda
de Bertoz Schauppeman, no one ever called her anything but
Linda. As far back as I could remember she had ruled our
big sunny kitchen as cook, but her real vocation was helping.
She helped in all the family events—christenings, weddings, funerals, and the stages in between, during which my generation
was growing up. Then when she wasn't helping us, she was
helping the neighbors, or the neighbors' neighbors, or some of
the straying bits of humanity that came our way.
Somehow her stolid German face, which always looked so
rosy from peering into hot baking ovens, would grow softer at
the sight of helplessness in others. Her blue eyes, with their
little fluting of wrinkles in the corners, might be tired and
strained from watching the annual process of preserving; yet,
she was always able to sit down and darn a tear in my frock that
"simply must be worn tomorrow." I've wondered sometimes
whether it was washing the stacks of dishes that I always left
when I cooked messes that made her hands have such a puffed,
pink, moist appearance. Those same hands, however, were as
gentle and light of touch as any great lady's white ones, when
they set my canary's broken wing, and as delightfully skillful as
any artist's, when they made the flourishing curley-cues of icing
on our birthday cakes.
The blue and white checked apron she used to wear had a
multitude of uses besides protecting her spotless dresses from a
drop of this or that. One corner of it could be used to rub up
the paint on a toy train; another could be tied around some invaluable marbles; and before the day was over, there were always
one or two soiled places on it where it had been used as an emergency mop to absorb milk that I had overturned in reaching for
some newly-baked cookies, or ink from my leaky pen.
After we moved away, I often wondered what became of
her. Somehow no one knows. But if I ever get to Heaven, I
know I'll find her sitting placidly in a quiet corner there, probably helping—still helping—angels to make their wings fit.
Dorothy A. Martin
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TWO REVIEWS
Lolly Willowes—By Sylvia Townsend Warner
The first few moments of reading Lolly Willowes give no
hint of its "difference," and the reader lays it aside for another.
But something bids him try once again and, solely by virtue of a
hint that perhaps the unusual lies hidden in the depths of the
usual, he does so. With the turning of each page the usual is
made so usual as to prove strikingly unusual. There is not even
a hint at a definite plot, and the action is so loosely connected
and so slow in movement that the reader has lost every hope of a
climax long before he reaches its expected place. The style is
light, easy, conventional, and nonchalant. The characters lack
that individuality and just-right disposition which fiction is so
wont to place upon them. In fact, we can hardly say that the
author has exerted herself in any way in portraying unusual and
original characteristics.
She has taken an old English family of long descent and
presented to the reader the lives of three generations. She
successfully leaves the impression that each generation follows in
the steps of the preceding one. The Willoweses were a conservative family and kept to old-fashioned ways. Preference, not
prejudice, made them faithful to the past. In the present generation Lolly represents the present, the past, and the future of
the family. If the author purposely wished to arouse our sympathy and pity, she may surely consider herself as having successfully achieved it. We wish with all our heart that we might
take Aunt Lolly into our own hands and map out her future,
for we have seen her grow up with all the promises of what
rightfully belongs to every woman, and then we see her stand
still and find nothing in her world but nieces and great nieces,
nephews and great nephews. How nice it would have been
could she have been called someone's wife instead of just Aunt
Lolly! It is a proven fact, however reluctant woman is to accept
it, that man is necessary to her happiness and that the woman
who fails to find one has missed a partner, to whom she is
entitled. Lolly missed that; hence her life history lacks half its
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story. We sympathize with her when she leaves friends, relatives, and all, and finds, in an all-forsaken place happiness and
contentment in herself. She was all she could call her own.
Martha Ellison
My Brother Jonathan—By Francis Brett Young
After reading My Brother Jonathan one might easily believe
that Mr. Young would be as successful an artist as he is an author,
and yet it would be almost impossible to draw pictures on canvas
as real and vivid as those that are printed on the imagination by
his skilled pencil, for his characters are singularly real.
Of the two Dakers boys, "Jonathan was evidently a disappointment to his father." Not that he was without brains: in
quantity his wits were as good as Harold's; in quality they were
as diiferent from each other as Skye and Sicily.
It was the calm, wise, great-hearted, unassuming Jonathan
who did the work at his home. He was the one who accepted
responsibility, upon his shoulders the burdens were placed, but
it was Harold who received the love and praise. Jonathan
"didn't count." It was Jonathan who worked his way through
medical school while Harold took his "blue at Cambridge." To
Jonathan, "Happiness! personal happiness! That was the bitterest of life's mirages. There was no such thing in human life.
No man who was really conscious could ever be happy. It was
only when they became unconscious—in sleep, in love, in
religion, in the rapture of beholding beauty, in the absorption
of strenuous thought or of physical exertion—that men could
attain the negative nescience to which they gave so positive a
name."
When Jonathan had finished medical school, he went to
Wednesford to take up a partnership with old Dr. Hammond,
leaving his heart with Edie Martyn, who by another trick of fate
loved Harold. Here he met Rachael Hammond, "the complete
physical opposite of the type that had always attracted Jonathan.
If Edie were a Tanagra Diana vividly escaping from the clay
that bound her, this girl, in her massive mould, was a marble
Demeter, magnificently slow, static, yet nursing within her
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statuesque passivity a smoulder no less potent than Edie's flying
flame. She rarely smiled, this silent creature; but when she did,
the effect was that of stormlights beautifully illuminating the
expanses of some lovely country side."
When Harold was reported missing in the Great War, Edie
married Jonathan so that Harold's child might have a father's
name. For years Jonathan followed Edie's flickering flame;
and when at last by a freak of celestial irony, it had fallen into
his hands, the pale, thin flame had vanished, leaving him bereft
of joy in a bewildered darkness.
In My Brother Jonathan we find a story as smooth and
unbroken as a string of perfectly matched pearls. The whole
intricate pattern is so skilfully woven that the reader does not
realize that he is reading a novel but is carried through the story
almost in a trance. The spell persists throughout. Here is the
kind of story that secures a grasp upon the mind that makes one
oblivious to all other things, a grasp that holds undivided attention
until the end is reached.
Martha Teros Boaz

SUICIDE
I shall go down to the edge of the sea
Furtively, stealthily.
The velvety darkness shall cover me
Quietly, tranquilly,
Tall, swaying grasses chant my lullaby,
Tenderly, lovingly,
The deep, hungry waves shall receive me,
Silently, greedily.
Frances Snyder
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THE STUDENT
The student, like Columbus of old, is ever urging forward
upon voyages of discovery, seeking the India of his dreams, and
finding now and then a new land of wonders, of which he has
never dreamed. But, unlike the daring Genoese, he has mostly
behind him not distrust, but confidence; not ridicule, but sympathy. The fond hopes of his parents are warmly seconded by
the solicitude of his teachers, and his finest achievements are
promptly emulated by his fellow-students. Every joy that
attends his success is enhanced by the pride of his friends.
Failure may mean to him only loss, but to them it also means pain.
The student, like Columbus again, has before him longer
distances than he has guessed and vaster continents than he has
envisioned. The uncertain track often lengthens into regions
uncharted. The goal does not always lie where he supposed it
to be, nor is it always of the sort he expected. The depths
below appall him, but their constancy sustains him. The skies
above him are intangible and impenetrable, but they nightly show
guiding stars. First landing on new shores, the accents of
strange tongues may lead him into error, but if his compass cuts
a shorter path, if his courage heartens other explorers, if even his
error shall provoke others to wider searching, he too is a benefactor. The prizes he fails to receive into his own hands may
easily be grasped by those who follow him.
John W. Wayland
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POSTLUDE
Last Peef
When birds at dusk prepare to rest,
Their chorusing just ended,
There comes a last faint futile note
Before the dark's descended.
Conrad T. Logan
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